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A b s tra c t
In this thesis, we deal with three main problems: proposing and verifying a model 
characterising force interactions between the spherical tool and the pile of granular 
m aterials; developing a control algorithm  to realize tool movement over the contour of 
the pile of gravel; and proposing an indirect adaptive control to tackle the uncertainties 
in the model param eters.
By analysing the experimental da ta  obtained by letting the tool push the pile with 
shallow depth , we propose an interaction model structure. This approxim ate model 
structu re  is quite simple since it has only two param eters. By use of least-square 
identification m ethod, we get the estim ate of these two param eters. This model can be 
used to estim ate the contact depth and the surface normal online. The experim ental 
results dem onstrate th a t the estim ated depth and surface normal are reliable.
Then we develop a contour following algorithm  which uses force feedback to ad ­
ju st the desired normal force. Both force m easurem ents and position inform ation are 
utilised to estim ate the surface normal and tangential online. A velocity-based position 
control system  is used to move the tool along different planar contour shapes when the 
model param eters are known. Many simulations and experim ents are done w ith various 
controller param eters and model param eters. The sim ulation and experim ental results 
using SCARA robot illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm .
Finally, considering the uncertainties in the model param eters, we introduce an 
indirect adap tation  mechanism into the control algorithm . The model param eters are 
estim ated explicitly on line. Simulation and experim ental results dem onstrate th a t the 
proposed adaptive m ethod is feasible.
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C h a p te r  1
In tro d u c tio n
1.1 B ackground
Autonom ous cleaning in A ustralian heavy industry, particularly in the steel-making 
industry, is im portant. One example is th a t a t present, BHP Steel spends about 8 
million dollars per annum  cleaning spilled m aterials in the m aterials area of the Port 
Kembla Steel works alone. The cleaning work is concentrated on the removal of the 
granular m aterial from under and around plant equipm ent such as conveyor belts. It is 
generally done by hand, using shovels and scrapers, exposing workers to heavy m anual 
labour in dusty and unhealthy conditions. So developing autom ated cleaning systems 
can potentially not only decrease costs for heavy industry in A ustralia and over the 
world, bu t also free the workers from hostile and unhealthy environments. This research 
is m otivated by the development of such autonom ous cleaning systems.
The environm ent is hostile to many sensing facilities due to atm ospheric dust, vari­
able lighting, acoustic and electromagnetic noises. We believe th a t force sensing will 
play an im portan t role because it has the advantages of being well-developed, reliable, 
economical, rugged and insensitive to noise above.
To remove the granular m aterial by use of force sensing, three main problems m ust 
be coped with: perceiving the granular m aterial, i.e., distinguishing it from other ob­
jects, such as a pillar, building walls and equipm ent shells; understanding the interac­
tion properties between the tool and granular m aterials; and moving the robot tool on 
the surface while performing the cleaning tasks. A vacuum cleaner will be attached  to 
this spherical tool. The tool moves(slides) on the surface of a pile of granular m ateri-
1
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als and the vacuum cleaner cleans the m aterials simultaneously. The first problem is 
beyond this research. Our work concentrates on the last two problems.
1.2 O rganisation  o f th is T hesis
This thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 a force interaction model is proposed to 
describe the interaction between the robot tool and the gravel. Also model verification 
is given in this chapter. In chapter 3 a contour following algorithm  is derived and 
a velocity-based position control system is utilised to realize the movement of robot 
tool over different planar contour shapes. Simulation and experim ental results are also 
presented to dem onstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm . In chapter 
4 an adap ta tion  mechanism is proposed to be introduced into the control algorithm  in 
chapter 3. This is an indirect adaptive control (IAC) which explicitly identifies the 
model param eters online. Simulation and experim ental results are presented to show 
the performance of the IAC. Each of the three chapters includes a literature review. A 
particularly  comprehensive literature review is included in chapter 4. After tuning the 
velocity controller, we present some experim ental results related to the direct velocity 
control approach in section 5. Finally conclusions are drawn in chapter 6.
C h a p te r  2
A M odel for In te ra c tio n  w ith  
G ra n u la r  M a te r ia l
2.1 In trod u ction
We are interested in m anipulating a robot tool to follow the contours of an unknown pile 
of granular m aterials. The purpose is to clean granular m aterials effectively when an 
autonom ous robotic cleaning system performs a cleaning task in heavy industry. To in­
vestigate this problem we have chosen to research the force-motion interaction between 
a spherical tool and a pile of granular m aterials(for our case, it is gravel). G ranular 
m aterials are ubiquitous in our daily life. A pile of gravel is only one example. They 
consist of conglomeration of visible particles of different dimensions. However, since 
each configuration of granular m aterials has its own characteristics, the reproducibil­
ity of granular behaviour is poor [20]. The problem how to model granular m aterials 
frustrates many physicists and engineers [23]. We are not concerned w ith the problem 
of how to purely model the granular m aterial. W hat we try  to do is to obtain some 
properties of a given pile of gravel when a robot end-effector interacts w ith it. We 
will approxim ate a model to characterise the interaction so th a t the contour following 
control can be implem ented effectively. Section 2 gives a concise description of the 
experim ental system. An empirical model structure  is proposed in section 3. Section 4 
gives param eter estim ation results. Model verification is presented in section 5. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn.
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Figure 2-1: Experimental system setup
2.2 E xp erim en ta l S ystem
As shown in Figure 2-1, the experim ental system  comprises an industrial CF-310 
SCARA robot, equipped with a 200 mm diam eter spherical end-effector. We choose 
th is special tool because we expect th a t its size and geometry will simplify the problem. 
The robot is a typical industrial robot with four degrees of freedom (DOF). We only 
use two joints (links), base and elbow, for our experim ent. Both base and elbow are 
equipped with an encoder and a tachom etre. The robot is driven by a controller(a posi­
tion controller or a velocity controller) running on VME hardware under the VxWorks 
operating system.
For force sensing, a JR3 six-axis force torque sensor is used to obtain force data. 
The sensor is m ounted between the tool and the wrist. This sensor measures x, y 
and z forces and moments (in force sensor fram e), although we only use x and y force 
components. The frequency of sampling both  force and position is 300 Hz.
The experim ental object is a pile of gravel in a variety of shapes. The m ain com­
ponents of the gravel range in size from 0.5 to 1.5 cm.
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two sensed  force components fx and fy
position displacement(cm)
Figure 2-2: Two sensed force components / x(solid) and (dotted). Positive horizontal 
coordinates correspond to contact depth.
2.3 M o d e l  S t r u c t u r e  f ro m  Q u a l i t a t iv e  E x p e r i m e n t s
As we mentioned previously, because of the rich dynamics of granular m aterials, it is 
alm ost impossible to precisely model all kinds of granular m aterials, or even a particular 
pile. Our objective is to propose a feasible approxim ate model. A simple model can 
simplify controller design and a complex model will make the controller difficult to 
implem ent. So it is preferable to get a suitable simple model to describe the interactions 
between granular m aterials and the robot tool. We expect to use a low-order model. 
For example, if a first-order model is used, then stiffness and damping properties of the 
gravel should be determ ined. W ith  this in mind we conducted some initial experim ents 
to identify a simple bu t appropriate model.
F irst we moved the tool to repeatedly push the same area of the pile w ith different 
velocities under velocity control. The tool can be considered to be in rectilinear m otion 
when it pushes the pile surface horizontally. The purpose is to determ ine the dam ping 
property  of the gravel. By analysing the experim ental results, we find out th a t the 
contribution of the velocity of the tool to the interaction forces is very small. So the 
dam ping properties can be ignored. In addition, regardless of the moving direction, the 
sensed forces of x and y components are approxim ately linear to the contact depth  as 
shown in Fig. 2-2. Notice th a t we only use da ta  from the beginning contact point to 
a shallow depth. W hen the tool pushes the pile near the surface normal, the sensed 
norm al force is also approxim ately linear to the depth. The sensed tangential force
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GRAVEL
Figure 2-3: Sensed force(fx. fy ). normal and tangential forces(ft . fn ), reference coordi- 
nates(X. Y).
is quite small. This implies th a t when robot tool pushes a pile of gravel, the normal 
direction interaction could be considered as a spring with a constant stiffness.
The tangential force is treated  as arising from Couloumb friction which is the prod­
uct of normal force and friction factor when a mass moves on a plane. We also moved 
the tool along a sloping plane of the gravel with about the same depth. The sensed ta n ­
gential force was found to be relatively constant for a constant depth. Of course, if the 
depth  is very small, the sensed forces will be quite noisy. For simplicity, the tangential 
force is taken to be proportional to position displacement in the normal direction. So 
an empirical model structure  is proposed as follows
fn = k d  (2.1)
ft =  /i d sign(t)  (2.2)
where ft and fn are the tangential and normal forces which the tool applies, fn is 
normal force , d is the contact depth, k is stiffness constant, /r is coefficient of kinem atic 
friction and t  is the velocity in the tangential d irection(r). Notice th a t the force sensor 
frame is along the elbow as shown in Figure 2-3.
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planar contour of 
the pile of gravel elbow
Figure 2-4: Determination of d
2.4 M od el P aram eters Id en tification
Experim ents were then conducted to identify values for the two constants k and fi using 
least squares techniques.
In order to make the two constants [i and k represent the general properties of the 
pile of gravel, we let the tool push the pile from different directions w ith different values 
of d. Seven groups of da ta  are obtained. Each da ta  set was visually inspected to identify 
the instant of contact and truncated  to isolate the da ta  associated w ith shallow-depth 
interactions. The actual depth d was estim ated based on the displacement from the 
tim e of first contact and knowledge of the actual value of $. To make the experim ental 
results as reliable as possible, the shape of the pile of gravel was made to be almost 
a cone, especially with a precise circular base. The two joints(base and elbow) are 
always aligned such th a t the movement of the tool can be consider to be linear when 
the distance is only about a few centim etres as shown in figure 2-4. For shallow- 
depth  contact, we can assume th a t the tool will move along line CD after it touches 
point C because th a t is the direction of the tool velocity before contact. So can be 
approxim ately determ ined by the following equation.
d =  arc s in (O H /O C ) (2.3)
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Note th a t the lengths of line OC(radius) and OH can be approxim ately got in 
advance.
The least squares m ethod was then applied to estim ate values using the following 
form ulation.
From Figure 2-3 and applying force equilibrium, we have
f t  =  f x  cos d -  f y  sin d 
f n =  f x  sin d +  f y cos d
We also can use f t and f n to express f x and f y
(2.4)
f x  =  f t  COS d +  f n  sin d 
f y  =  -  f t  s in d  +  f n  cos d
Using equation(2.1) and (2.2), equation (2.5) can be w ritten in m atrix  notation as
(2.5)
where
*< II 6 (2.6)
X4
5 II f v ) T (2.7)
Ö =  {p k)T (2.8)
I d cos d d s in d  \
(2.9)
\  — d sin d d cos d 1
and d is the contact depth in the normal direction.
For a given •#, if we get m sampling data , then equation (2.6) can be extended as
F x y  — 4? e ( 2. 10)
where
F*y =  (f*yT(l) fxyT(2) f*yT(m))T (2.11)
0 =  (V?T (1) vT(2) y?T (m ))T ( 2 . 12)
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Normal force(-) and its estimattion(-f). tangent force(o) and Its estimationf)
tangential
position displacement of end-effector (cm)
Figure 2-5: Comparison between (ft.. f n ) and (f t* fn )
To get a general model, we use n different $ values for our experim ent and we have 
n equations in the form of equation(2.10). Grouping the n equations yields
Y xy =  $ T 6> (2.13)
where
Y xy =  (F xyT ( l)  F xyT (2) F xyT (n))T (2.14)
<f =  WT(l)  <f>T (2) (2.15)
Applying least square estim ate algorithm  produces
6 = (<Pr $ ) ~ 1 <Pr  Y xy (2.16)
where 6 is the estim ate of 6. Using the obtained d a ta  to solve the above equations, we 
obtain the estim ates of fi and k
k = 16.25 N / c m  
ji = 5.24 N / c m
Notice th a t k is much lower than  the tool stiffness(estim ated as about 100 N /cm ). This 
means th a t k is the property of the gravel pile, instead of the robot. Fig. 2-5 shows 
one example of comparisons between actual and estim ated normal forces, and between 
actual and estim ated tangential forces by use of k and (l for one experim ent when d is 
about -19 degrees.
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2.5 M odel V erification
After the model param eter estim ates are known, we would like to use the model to 
estim ate the depth d and the angle d. Using equations (2.1) and (2.2), equation (2.4) 
can be rew ritten as
cos d d f x  f y fi sign(t)
sin d f x  +  f y 1
1 > 1 __
_
k
Applying the trig identity sirred) +  cos2(d ) =  1 produces
(2.17)
d n+f,?
/ i 2 - f  k 2
(2.18)
If param eters k and [i are known, then equations (2.17) and (2.18) can be used to 
estim ate d and d on line. Note th a t equation (2.17) becomes indeterm inate when the 
sensed forces are too small. But this case can be elim inated by a threshold criteria. Also 
notice th a t the solution of the equation (2.17) is dependent on sign(t) which has two 
possible values. This ambiguity can be solved by assuming th a t sign(t) is either 1 or -1, 
then  checking the tangential velocity calculated by the resulting d. If it is consistent 
w ith the assum ption, then the assum ption is correct. Otherwise, the alternative of 
sign(t) should be used.
By choosing different d values which are determ ined by the m ethods in the previous 
section as shown in figure 2-4, we got seven groups of data . Figures 2-Ö-2-7 show the 
best and the worst of the results. Obviously, the results illustrate th a t the estim ated 
dep th  and the estim ated angle d( which tells us the surface normal) are quite near the 
true values. This means th a t the model is appropriate and acceptable.
2.6 C onclusion
In this chapter we propose an approxim ate model to describe the interactions between 
the robot tool and the gravel. This model structure  is quite simple w ith only two 
param eters. By use of the least squares m ethod, we get the two model param eter 
estim ates. The verification results dem onstrate th a t this model can be feasibly used to 
determ ine the depth  and the local surface normal and tangential of the gravel pile.
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actual depth vs. estimated depth
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F igure  2-G: Best, es tim a tion  results
actual depth vs. estimated depth
estimated depth 
actual depth
5 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.
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actual vartheta vs. estimated vartheta
time(s)
F igure  2-7: W orst es tim a tion  results
C h a p te r  3
C o n to u r Follow ing C o n tro l
3.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter, we focus on realizing the robot tool movement over the surface of 
the pile of gravel. This is novel research work, since to the au tho r”s knowledge no 
similar work has been carried out previously. It is also im portant. W hen the robot 
system  whose tool is equipped with a vacuum cleaner performs a cleaning task, the tool 
should move on the surface of the pile of granular m aterials ra ther than  go inside the 
pile. Based on the proposed contour following control algorithm , we have done a lot 
of sim ulations and experiments. The results dem onstrate th a t the robot tool can move 
over the different planar contours of the pile of gravel satisfactorily.
In this chapter, we first give a review on robotic surface following control. Then we 
present a simple contour following algorithm . Some sim ulation results are then  given. 
Finally experim ental results are presented to show the effectiveness of the contour 
following algorithm (CFA).
3.2 L iterature R eview
There are many applications which require the robot m anipulator to interact w ith the 
environm ent, especially to follow the shape of the environment during performing its 
task. These applications include surface polishing, grinding, scraping, machining, sheep 
shearing, and so on. Accordingly, there are some surface following algorithms(SFA) in 
the literature. Based on the different environmental characteristics, two main SFA
12
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strategies exist. One is for dealing with rigid surfaces and the other is to tackle the soft 
surfaces. Here soft means th a t the environment is deformable.
In some previous works on robot force/position control, the surface model of the 
object was given or obtained by various m ethods to allow estim ation in advance[16][17]. 
Recognising th a t it is very time consuming in com puting to get a global model, R.E. 
G oddard et al[14] proposed a control m ethod for robot rolling and sliding over an un­
known object. This m ethod makes use of velocity control ra ther than  position control. 
Using velocity control for robot probing only needs local information instead of a global 
model of the object. In addition, holonomic and non-holonomic constraints were con­
sidered for motion planning of robot fingers. But only simulations were done to show 
the effectiveness of the control algorithm.
In order to move a robot end-effector over the surface of an object, some inform a­
tion about the surface locally or globally must be obtained. Some researchers have 
made efforts to estim ate the constraint surface for force control. Merlet[27] proposed 
a m ethod which used force measurem ents to determ ine the force normal. Blauer and 
Belanger[3] proposed using an extended Kalman filter to estim ate some unknown pa­
ram eters related to the constraint surface. Kazanzides[22] made use of interaction force 
and end-effector velocity to determ ine the constraint surface normal and tangential di­
rections. In the m ethod proposed by T. Yoshikawa and A. Sudou[54], both  force and 
position m easurem ents were utilized to estim ate the constraint surface locally on-line. 
This m ethod dealt with the three-dimensional space directly. In addition, a strategy 
was taken to compensate the frictional force. Finally, experim ental results using a 
SCARA robot were presented to show the good combination between the online esti­
m ation algorithm  and the dynamic hybrid control.
If the force controller is equipped with a low-friction roller, then the m easured force 
a t the surface is mostly the normal force. Also the normal force and the tangential 
force have a simple relation. D. Bossert et al[5] presented a SFA which made use of 
this relation between normal and tangential forces. B. Yong[53] proposed a m ethod 
which used the preview control for contour-following robot force control. The preview 
control uses the information about both  the present contour shape and the future one. 
A Kalm an filter algorithm  is utilised to reconstruct the system  sta te  and to filter the 
noise from the force measurements. The author also presented experim ental results by
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6 is a free param eter
Figure 3-1: Object, contour
using the PUMA industrial robot to verify the preview control. Some other surface 
following algorithm s were proposed in [31] [32] [33].
However, all of the above mentioned references are based on the fact th a t the object 
surface is rigid. How to move the robot end-effector over the surface of a pile of granular 
matericils(or griwel for our situation) is a new topic. Different from the rigid surfaces, 
the surface of a pile of granular m aterials has its own unique characteristics. One 
obvious aspect is th a t the surface is rough, another property is th a t when the end- 
effector pushes the pile, the local shape will be deformed perm anently. So when the 
robot end-effector moves on the surface of a pile of granular m aterials, some m aterials 
will be pushed aside and the surface shape will be changed.
3.3 C o n to u r  Follow ing A lg o r ith m
In this section, we will derive a surface following control algorithm . This algorithm  
makes use of control velocity to adjust the moving trajectory.
Figure 3-1 shows the planar contour of a pile of granular m aterials. Let the para­
m etric curve r($) represent the boundary of the pile of gravel. Assume |r(0)| ^  0. 
Taking t (6) and n($) as the unit tangential and unit normal for r (#) respectively, we 
have
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(3.1)
n(0) =  k x r(<9) (3.2)
where k is the unit vector th a t points out of the paper.
Using the model deduced in the previous chapter, the interaction force exerted on the 
environm ent by the tool can be rew ritten as
where d, k and fi have the same definitions as before with d, the actual depth  in 
normal direction; fc, normal direction stiffness coefficient; /i, tangential direction force 
coefficient.
The control objective is to move the end-effector over the planar contour of gravel 
w ith the desired normal force and tangential velocity. This aim can be expressed as
where is the desired normal force, p is the position vector of the robot tool, and 
Vc is the desired velocity.
Naturally, we can change the tool velocity in the surface normal to adjust the normal 




f  • n(0) =  / n n{6) 
Ip I =  Vc
(3.4)
p =  Vc t +  kf (Jn  -  /» ) n (3.5)
where k f  is a gain constant, /„  is the m easured normal force. 
Equation (3.5) can also be w ritten  as
p =  Vr t +  kp (D — d) n (3.6)
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Figure 3-2: Determination of the control velocities
where kp is a gain constant which is equal to kfk,  D is depth  constant which equals 
f N/k.
Let e be force tracking error, we have
e =  f n n -  f N n
The above control law satisfies
(3.7)
Proof:
(e +  kf ke)  • n =  0 (3.8)
(e +  kf k e) • n /« n  +  k kf ( fn -  f N) 
kdn +  kkf ( f n -  f N) 
k{p -  r(0))n +  k kf (fn -  fu)  
k p n +  kk f ( f n -  f N) 
kVc t n +  kkf ( f N -  f n) +  kkf ( f n -  / n ) 
0
The control law(3.5) is a little awkward to implement because the com putation 
related to the coordinate (t, n) will be relatively complex. Now we give a more conve­
nient approach to compute the velocity p . Figure 3-2 shows the relationship among the
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sensed force, the normal and the tangential, e f  and e q are unit vectors, ey is along the 
force direction and is normal to ey. Our purpose is to factorise the velocity p into 
two velocity components, l.e.Vf and vq. They are in the same directions as unit vectors 
ey and e,7 respectively. The velocity components (Vf , vq) are referenced to coordinate 
system  (ey, e,7) which is easy to determ ine by:
I e, = f / |f |
1 e <7 =  - k  x e /
where k has the same definition as in equation(3.2).
From figure 3-2, we get
P =  ( p - e / ) e /  +  (p -e ,7)e,7
=  (Vc t +  k f  ( f N -  /„ )  n) • ey e /  +  (Vc t +  k f  ( f N -  /„ )  n) • eq eq 
=  {Vc t • ey +  k f  ( f N -  fn)  n • e f ) e f  +  (Vc t ■ e fl +  k f  ( f N -  /„ )  n • e g) eq 
=  (Vc cos a  +  k f  { /n  ~  fn)  s in a)  e /  +  {Vc sin a  -  k f  ( f N -  /„ )  cos a)  eq
Assume th a t Vf and vq are two velocity components along ey and e (/, respectively. Then 
we have
Vc
k f  { / n  ~  f n )
Substitu ting f n = | / |  sin a  into the above equation yields
cos a  sin a  
sin a  —cos a
(3.9)
cos a  sin a  \  ( Vc
s i n a  —cosa  I V k f  ( f w  — \ f \  s in a )
Obviously, Vf and vq are functions of |f| only which can be m easured online. So 
this control law is much easier to  implement than  control lay(3.5). Note th a t only a  
which equals t an~ 1{k/^ ) ,  not k or /i, actually appears in the above control law.
Now let us determ ine how the error in a  as shown in figure 3-3 affects the system 
performance such as the errors in the normal force and tangential velocity. For sim­
plicity, we assume th a t the circumstance of the planar contour is infinite and the robot 
is an ideal robot which can carry out the velocity and position commands perfectly.
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Figure 3-3: Determination of the force and velocity tracking errors
Under these conditions, this robot system will quickly reach the steady sta te  after the 
CFA is executed. W hen the system  is in the steady sta te , the tangential velocity is 
constant and the normal velocity of the tool is zero. So we have
cos a  s m  a  
sin a  —cos a
where Vt is the actual tangential velocity.
In addition, as the estim ated a  is used, the control law becomes
(3.10)
cos a  sin  a  
s in  a  —cos a
where f n is the estim ated normal force.
Combining equation(3.10) and (3.11) yields
cos a V t  + k f  s in  a  f n = cos a V c + k f f n  s in  a  
sin aV t  — kf  cos a  /„  =  sin a V c — kf  f n  cos a
Solving the above equation produces
Vt = — ^ —  
fn  = I n  -  $ ta n { ( i  -  a)
(3.11)
(3.12)
Using /  =  / „ / sin (a) ,  where /  is the resultant force, we finally have
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R O BO T
FORCE
SENSOR
V ELO C ITY
CONTRO LLER
NYTRONM ENT
Figure 3-4: Block scheme of velocity control
Vt =  ----^ ----1 cos(ä — «)
I n  —  { I n  — jfj tan(a —  a ) } s i n  a / sin a
(3.13)
where f n is the actual normal force m agnitude.
So we can approxim ately predict the force and velocity tracking errors provided 
th a t we know the error of the estim ated a .
3.4 C o n t ro l  S y s te m  S t r u c t u r e
In the previous section, we derived a contour following algorithm  using force feedback 
for velocity compensation. In this section we explain how this algorithm  can be applied 
to a real robot.
The most natural way is to use the algorithm  to drive a robot under close-loop 
velocity control as shown in figure 3-4. Another way is to use it to drive a robot under 
velocity-based position control as shown in figure 3-5 and figure 3-6. In addition, we 
can imagine more sophisticated approaches to control. For example, the m anipulator 
dynamic model can be used for the control objective, bu t we choose not to consider 
them  unless necessary.
Com paratively the system shown in figure 3-4 is simpler. The close-loop velocity 
control can be implemented directly. But the velocity controller of our robotic system  
has not been satisfactorily implemented.
As for the system shown in figure 3-5, it is worth noticing th a t the actual position of 
the robot end-effector a t each sampling point is not considered. The determ ination of 
the next position completely depends on the integration of the two reference velocities. 
W hen the difference between the actual position and the desired one increases gradually,
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Figure 3-5: Block scheme one of velocity-based position control
K I N E M A T I C S
F O R W A R D
F O R C E
S E N S O R
K I N E M A T I C S
IN V E R S E
C O N T R O L L E R E N V I R O N M E N T
Figure 3-6: Block scheme two of velocity-based position control
the tracking will fail due to lose of contact, or too great a depth. Our approach to solve 
this problem is to use the present position information as well as the control velocities 
for the com putation of the next position of the end-effector. The idea is illustrated  in 
figure 3-6.
Notice th a t the proposed controllers are driven solely by force m easurem ents. The 
surface normal and tangential are computed by force m easurem ents as well as position 
information. Also notice th a t the controllers do not include a dynamic model of the 
m anipulator. We have chosen to implement the contour following control w ith a simple 
velocity-based position control. It is expected th a t the performance would be improved 
with a model-based robot motion controller(e.g. com puted-torque). B ut we have found 
th a t it is not necessary to use a sophisticated controller to get good results.
Now let us use figure 3-7 to determ ine the next position the end-effector should 
move to from the present point.
From figure3-7, we have
5 =  ß  +  01 +  02 - p i / 2  (3.14)
where ß  =  atan‘2(fy , f x), f y and f x are two m easured force components.
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elbow
Figure 3-7: Computation of new position using control velocities
T hen we have the relationship between the ve loc ities^ /, vfl) and (vx , v y).
vx = cos 8 vq — sin 8 Vf 
vy = sin 5 vg +  cos 8 Vf
where vx and vy are two next desired Cartesian velocities. 
Furtherm ore, the Cartesian position increments are
A X = vx A t 
I  A y  = vy A t
where A t is the tim e increment.
Finally, we obtain the next position
new  —  •Eold " t”  A  X 




Applying the inverse kinematics, we can transform  the Cartesian position into joint 
posit-on to carry out the joint space position control.
3.5 Digital Filtering
W hen the robot tool moves on the surface of the pile of gravel, the interaction force 
is very noisy. Fortunately, the JR3 force sensor has six built-in cascade filters with
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highest and lowest cutoff frequencies of 500H z  and 0A883Hz  respectively. We choose 
the built-in filter with cutoff frequency of 31.2Hz .  This selection is based on the fact 
th a t the actual sampling frequency of both  position and force in our experim ents is 
about 10 to 20 Hz. Also it is desirable to a ttenuate  the noises as much as possible. 
However, we find th a t there still exist rich noises in the filtered force m easurem ents with 
any built-in filter. So it is desirable to design a digital filter to sm ooth the tra jectory  
of the end-effector and furtherm ore to suppress some high frequency noises on-line.
Filtering is used to extract signals from noise. If the signal and noise spectra are not 
overlapping, it is possible to design a filter to pass the desired signals and to remove the 
unwanted noises. If the signal and noise fields are partly  overlapping, it is expedient to 
suppress the noises without a ttenuating  the signals largely.
There are three basic classes of digital filters. They are fast transform  filters, non­
recursive filters and recursive filter. Fast transform  filters implement the generalised 
frequency response of the digital filter using fast transform  algorithm . The F F T  fil­
ters are the best known of such filters. Recursive and nonrecursive filters realize the 
frequency response H{z)  in hardware using delays, scalers and summ ers, or in m i­
croprocessor hardware. These filters can also be im plem ented in software by use of 
sets of recursion equations. Recursive filters are often referred to as infinite impulse 
response(IIR) filters. HR filters normally require less hardware and can carry out fil­
tering tasks more quickly than  finite impulse response(FIR) filters often referred to as 
nonrecursive filters. However, nonrecursive filters are inherently stable. They can also 
be designed to have a linear phase property in the passband.
For simplicity, we design a FIR  filter using windowing and truncation  technique [4]. 
This filter is used to remove some high frequency noises from the force m easurem ents. 
It can also sm ooth the trajectory  of the end-effector. Now let us consider a filter whose 
inpu t-ou tpu t behaviour is described with the following difference equation.
y{k ) =  ax{k )  -f bx (k  — 1) +  c x ( k  — 2) (3.18)
Here designing a filter means to determ ine the coefficients a, b and c. Consider the 
frequency response function H( e JU}T) for an ideal lowpass filter whose cutoff frequency 
is ijjr as shown in Fig.7.
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Figure 3-8: Lowpass filter characteristics
Figure 3-9: Magnitude of the frequency response of the designed filter
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Figure 3-11: Experimental results (circular contour)using the designed filter
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Figure 3-12: Experimental results (circular contour)without using the designed filter




Then the impulse response function can be calculated by
h ( k ) =  <
s in[ (k—kp) ujc T\
(k-k0) 7T k 7^ ky 
k =  k()
(3.19)
where ko is a constant. For brevity, we take ko=0. If u>c — 9H z  and T  = 0.1 s, then 
a = h(0) =  0.286, b = h( 1) =  0.25 and c =  h(2) =  0.155. The actual magnitude and 
phase of the frequency response of the designed filter are shown in figure 3-9, 3-10. The 
frequency roll-of of this filter is about 108 db/decade.
Figure 3-11 shows the results from one experiment using the designed digital filter. 
The controller parameters are k f  = 0 A c m / s / N ,  A t  = 0.5 s and T  =  1/7.5 s. The a  is 
taken as 0.85 rad. For comparison, the results without using the designed filter are also 
given in Figure 3-12. It is obvious that the designed filter does have its merit. Since 
the filter gain is less than 1, it also attenuates the useful signals. So it is necessary to 
amplify the filtered signals or to increase the reference value by, say, ten percent. Note 
tha t even though the force is decreased and the force phase is also changed, the force 
is much more smooth. In addition, we found tha t it is much easier for the tracking to 
be fail without a filter. So it is preferable to use the filter.
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Figure 3-13: Simulation using elliptical contour
3.6 S im u la tio n  R e su lts
In this section, we first give some simulation results by use of an ideal virtual robot. 
Then the sim ulation results using a real robot are presented. There exists a difference 
between these two simulations. The ideal virtual robot can perform a positioning task 
w ithout any error. B ut the  actual robot normally cannot reach the desired position 
exactly, particularly  when the time interval is very small. So it is necessary to present 
bo th  sim ulation results. The second case is actually a hybrid combination of sim ulation 
and experim ent. The robot is real and motion d a ta  is experimental.
3.6.1 Sim ulation U sing V irtual Ideal R ob ot
In this subsection, we assume th a t the robot can perform tracking task w ithout any 
positioning error. In order to deal with the general situation, we use an ellipse as the 
planar contour of a pile of gravel as shown in figure 3-13.
Assume th a t pc{xc,y c) is the ellipse canter, point pt is the present position of the 
tool, and p\  and p2 are two points on the contour. In order to com pute the sensed 
force at we first determ ine the equation of the normal at p 2 which goes through p t . 
To simplify com putation, we approxim ate the slope of the normal a t p 2 to the slope of 
the normal at p\.  This should not create much error if the depth  is shallow. Using the 
known coordinates p c(xc,y c) and pl ( x i , y l) produces
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7 =  atan2 (yt -  yc, x r -  xc) (3.20)
Then the coordinate at p\ can be calculated by
x\ = a cos 7 + xc 
yi = b sin 7 + yc
(3.21)
where a and b are major and minor axes. According to the properties of ellipses, 
the equation of the normal at p\ is
(x -  x c) a? _  {y -  yc) b2 
~ xc yi -  yc
Equation(3.22) can be rewritten as
(3.22)
where
y = A x +  B  
A = a?/b2 tan(y)
B = yc ~ (xc + xi(a2/b2 -  1)) tan(7)
So the equation of the normal at p2 is
(3.23)
y = A x  + C
where C = y i  — A X j .  The equation of the ellipse is
(x -  xc)2 (y -  yc)2 _  
a? b2
Substituting equation (3.24) into equation (3.25) yields
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trajectory of robot end-effector
cm
Figure 3-14: Simulation using exact model parameters
where
M  = b2 + ( a  A ) 2 
N  = - 2(b2 x c + a2 A y c - C ))
L = ( bxc)2 +  a2(yc -  C ) 2 -  (ab)2
Solving equation (3.26) for X2 and then  solving equation (3.24), we obUtin the 
coordinate P2(x 2,y2)- Now the depth can be calculated with
d  =  y / ( x 2 ~  X i ) 2 +  (V2 ~  Vi ) 2 )
Notice th a t there are two solutions for xo and yo- Accordingly, d has two values. 
The larger value should be discarded. Using f n = k d  to compute f n and then  using 
equation (3.9) to calculate Vf and vq, finally, we can determ ine the new position by
x n e w  — x old ~  v f  cos ^  A t — Vq S i n  A A t 
ynew = Void -  V f  sin  \  A t  + vq cos A A t
(3.27)
where A =  atan(A)  +  a  — 7r/2, a  is a known constant which is the angle between the 
contact force and the surface tangential.
Choosing some control param eters such as kp and A t is im portant. In the following 
subsection, there will be a detailed discussion about how to choose these param eters. 
Here we choose k f = 0.5 cm /s/N  and At= 0.2  s. Also considering the actual situation,
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Actual normal force vs the desired normal force
time(s)
Actual tangential velocity vs the desired tangential velocity
30
time(s)
Figure 3-15: Simulation using exact model parameters
we add random  noise to the force signals. This noise is random  num bers which are 
produced by the standard  C rand function. The m agnitude of these random  num bers 
is between 0.2 Newton and -0.2 Newton. The random  noise is also used in the following 
subsection.
W hen the actual and estim ated param eters are assumed to be the same with 
fc(normci\ stiffness coefficient)=12.0 N /cm  and ^(tangential force coefficient) =  10.55 
N /cm , the sim ulation results are shown in Figures 3-14-3-15. The corresponding true 
a  is 48.68 degree. Figures 3-16-3-17 show the sim ulation results when the estim ated 
model param eters are different from the real ones with K e= 15.2 N /cm  and [ie=8.2 
N /cm  such th a t the estim ated a  is 61.65 degree. W hen this estim ate of alpha is used, 
the com puted normal force and tangential velocity tracking errors by equation(3.13) 
are 0.052 cm /sec and 1.67 Newton, respectively. The sim ulation results accord with 
the com puted results. So when the exact model param eters are used, the actual normal 
force and the tangential velocity will be almost the same as what are desired. On the 
other hand, if the estim ated param eters are not accurate, the actual normal force and 
the tangential velocity will be different from the desired ones. However, if the estim ated 
model param eters are not too much different from the true values, the actual normal 
force and tangential velocity are still near the desired values.
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Actual normal force vs the desired normal force
actual normal force 
desired normal force
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time(s)
Actual tangential velocity vs the desired tangential velocity
Figure 3-1G: Simulation using estimated model parameters(without noises)




Actual tangential velocity vs the desired tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-17: Simulation using estimated model parameters (noises added)
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3.6.2 H ybrid Sim ulation U sing R eal R obot
The sim ulation in the above subsection can be trea ted  as performed by use of an ideal 
robot to execute point-to-point movement w ithout any error. Now we use the SCARA 
robot to realize the desired point-to-point movement. Here the real robot is interacting 
w ith a simulation of the pile of gravel. All of the model param eters are the same as in 
the above subsection with k = 12.0 N/c m,  y = 10.55 N /c m  and a  =  0.85 rad.
Let the sampling period be T. The sampling frequency can be set up by frequency 
splitting. For example, the sampling frequency 20Hz can be produced by dividing the 
servo ra te (300 Hz) by 15. Then the actual Cartesian velocities are
where A x(i) and A y(i) are actual Cartesian position displacem ents a t the zth sam ­
pling point. Notice th a t the time increment A t  and T  are trea ted  the same in the 
previous section when the ideal virtual robot is used. B ut for actual situation, we can 
trea t them  separately to get be tter control results. Here A t  is used to com pute position 
increment by use of the known control velocity components Vf and vg. If we use T  to 
calculate the Cartesian position increment with A x  =  vx T  and A y  = vy T , the incre­
m ent will be very small. This will result in poor tracking performance, or even tracking 
failure w ith the real robot. We found th a t the tool velocity will decrease quickly until 
near zero and there will be a large error in force tracking too. Normally, A t  should be 
much larger than  T. The following results will dem onstrate th a t the appropriate A t  is 
about 0.9 s and T  is about 0.1 to  0.05 s.
Using the estim ated tangential direction, we can obtain the actual tangential ve­
locities by use of the Cartesian velocities. Note th a t the m entioned tangential velocity 
here is different from the desired velocity Vc. Throughout all of the sim ulations and 
experim ents in this thesis, Vc is equal to 2cm/sec. Vc is the desired tangential velocity 
when the velocity closed-loop system is used. The velocity feedback closed-loop system  
tries to adjust the ou tpu t velocity to the given value. Since the position control is 
used, the velocity will be dependent on the sampling period T  and the tim e increm ent 
A t  as well as gain constant kf.  Large time increments will bring about large velocity. 
The later sim ulation and experim ental results will dem onstrate th a t even though the
(3.28)
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
the actual tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-18: Simulation results with kf =  OAcm/s/N.  At  =  1.0s and T  =  0.1s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
the actual tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-19: Simulation results with kf = 0.7cm/s /N.  At  =  1.0s and T =  0.1s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
the actual tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-20: Simulation results with kf =  l.0cm./s/N.  At = 1.0s and T  =  0.1s
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
the actual tangential velocity
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Figure 3-21: Simulation results with kf  = 0.7Gcm/s/N,  At  =  O.O.s and T = 1/G.s
position control approach is used, the resultant tangential velocities will be near the 
desired values if A t , T  and k f  are appropriately chosen.
Choosing control system param eters is im portant in the system  design. Control 
performance will be greatly affected by the controller param eters which are k f , A t  and 
T  for our case.
Figures 3-18-3-20 illustrate the simulation results when three different gain con­
stan ts, i.e. 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 cm /s /N  are used. The sampling frequency and tim e incre­
m ent are 10 Hz and 1.0 s respectively. Theoretically, large gain k f  will increase control 
sensitivity and adjustm ent. B ut very large gain will also result in large oscillation and 
even unstable. On the other hand, the adjustm ent performance will be poor w ith small 
gain. The results shown in Figures 3-18-3-20 tally with the theory. For the given A t 
and T , the suitable gain constant k f  is between 0.7 and 1.0.
Then we determ ine what is the suitable sampling frequency. The results w ith four 
different frequencies are shown in Figures 3-21-3-23. The gain k f  and tim e increm ent 
A t  are 0.76 cm /s /N  and 0.9 s respectively. W hen k f  and A t are the given values, the 
appropriate sampling frequency is between 10 and 20 Hz. W hen sampling frequency 
is over 150 Hz, the contour following control will fail. On the other hand, when the 
frequency is lower than  6Hz, there exist large oscillations.
Furtherm ore we use different time increment to understand its effect upon the sys­
tem  performance. The results are illustrated in Figures 3-25-3-28.
Obviously, larger time increment will bring about be tte r tracking performance. 
However, too big tim e increment will be too sensitive to error as shown in Figure 3-28.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
the actual tangential velocity
Figure 3-22: Simulation results with kf = 0.76cm/s/N. At =  0.9s and T =  0.1s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
Figure 3-23: Simulation results with kf = 0.76cm/s/N, At =  0.9s and T = l/30s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
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time(s)
the actual tangential velocity
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Figure 3-24: Simulation results with kf = 0.76cm/s/N. At  =  0.9s and T = l/75s
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-25: Simulation results with kf =  0.7cm/s/N.  At  =  0.7.s and T =  l/15.s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
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ttie actual tangential velocity
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Figure 3-2G: Simulation results with kf =  0 .7 cm /s /N .A t  =  l.O.s and T =  l/1 5 s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
15 20 25
timefs)
the actual tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-27: Simulation results with kf =  0.7cm./s/N. At  =  1.3s and T =  l/1 5 s
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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the actual tangential velocity
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Figure 3-28: Simulation results with kf  = 0.7cm/s/N.At  = 2.2s and T  =  1/lS.s
actual tool locus
Figure 3-29: Simulation results with kf  = 0.7cm/s/N, A t  = l.O.s and T = l/15s
It will easily result in tracking failure in an actual situation. It is wise to choose tim e 
increm ent around 1 s.
Figure 3-29 shows the actual tool locus when k f  = 0.7 c m / s / N ,  A t  = 1.0 s and 
T  = 1/15 s. Since the depth  is much smaller compared to the elliptical m ajor or m inor 
axis, the tool tra jectory  is still sm ooth. Because the tool locus for other cases are 
alm ost the same as this one, it is not necessary to show them .
Notice th a t there exist positioning error in joint space of bo th  base and elbow which 
is about between -0.005 rad and 0.005 rad. This error will bring about errors between 
-0.5 cm and 0.5 cm in Cartesian space. But because of the force feedback adjustm ent, 
the positioning error does not largely affect the force tracking performance.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-30: Simulation results with 6; = 0.4 rad.
desired normal force vs actual normal force
the actual tangential velocity
time(s)
Figure 3-31: Simulation results with d = 0.85 rad.
All of the above simulations using the SCARA robot to interact with the sim ulated 
pile of gravel are done with the assum ption th a t the estim ated param eters in the in­
teraction model are the same as the actual ones. Now let us have a look a t what will 
happen when the two param eters are different.
Figures 3-30-3-32 give the simulation results w ith three different a  values, i.e. 0.4, 
0.85 and 1.26 rad. The true a  is taken as 0.85 rad. Clearly, when d  is less than  the 
true value, the normal force output will be larger than  the desired value. For this case, 
the force tracking error is about 50 percent. Contrarily, when d  is larger than  the true 
value, the actual normal force will be less than  the desired one. The tracking error now 
is about 20 percent. Of course, when d  equals the real <a, the actual normal force best 
m atches the desired value. The results also tally with the theoretical com putation.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-32: Simulation results with a = 1.2G vo.d.
3.7  S uggestion  for D ealing  w ith  T w o Specia l C ases
W hen the tool moves along the contour, two phenomena will probably happen due 
to the abrup t change of the environmental param eters an d /o r the pile shape. One is 
th a t the tool touches the pile with too small depth  and then loses of contact with the 
pile surface. The other is th a t the depth is too big so th a t this may cause damage to 
the equipm ent. Normally, if the estim ated model param eters are applicable and the 
controller param eters are appropriate, the second problem will not happen since the 
CFA will reduce the contact force when the force is much larger than  the desired value. 
For safety, when the sensed force is too big, the robot will be forced to stop. W hen 
the sensed force is too small to provide reliable surface information, the tool may lose 
contact with the pile contour. If the tool completely loses contact with the surface, one 
simple m ethod can be used to recover the tool movement over the pile surface. It is to 
let the tool retouch the surface again based on the previous position information. For 
example, a routine controls the tool to move toward the pile using a recent estim ate of 
the normal n at a specified low speed. After the sensed force reaches the desired value, 
the CFA goes into effect again.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-33: Experimental results(o.ircular contour) with kf  = 0.5cm/s /N .  At  = 0.7.s 
and T = 0.2 .s
3.8 P ossib le  Im pact o f th e  V acuum  C leaner upon  th e  C on­
tro l A lgorith m
As we m entioned previously, the aim of the final system  is to clean the granular m a­
terials. A vacuum cleaner will be attached to the robot tool. As the robot tool moves 
on the surface of the pile of granular m aterials, the vacuum cleaner removes the m a­
terials. Under these practical circumstances, the contour following algorithm  will be 
inevitably affected due to the additional force(e.g. suction) and the m aterial removed 
by the robot as it moves. The impact of these factors upon the sensed and required 
forces may be complex. For example, it depends on the position of the attached vac­
uum  cleaner and the whole structure of the tool. There may exist three approaches to 
deal with this problem. The first m ethod is to incorporate the sucking action into the 
interaction model. So the model describes the to ta l dynamic interaction process. The 
second approach is to add this impact into the control algorithm . For instance, some 
com pensation can be utilized to eliminate the effect of the sucking process. A th ird  
approach is to use the contour-following algorithm  w ithout vacuuming to identify the 
shape of the pile. Then apply a vacuuming algorithm  until the pile shape needs to be 
reidentified. The techniques developed in this thesis are intended to be a foundation for 
developing a complete system. They do not in themselves provide a complete solution.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
Figure 3-34: Experimental results (circular contour) with kf = 0.5 cm/s/N,  At = 0.7 s 
and T = 0.1 s
desired normal force vs actual normal force
time(s)
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Figure 3-35: Experimental results (circular contour) with kf = 0.5 cm/s/N,  At  = 0.5 s 
and T = 1 /  30 s
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3.9 E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
After verifying the effectiveness of the control algorithm  in simulations, we use the same 
previous pile of gravel for some real experiments. F irst the pile is in a conical shape 
which has an approxim ate circular planar contour. The model param eters are a little 
different from those used for simulations. By analysing the experim ental results, we 
th ink  the actual a  is around 0.5 rad. Remember th a t alpha is the angle between the 
surface normal and the contact force vector. W hen the feedback variable is the normal 
force, the most im portant model param eter is a.  Similarly, we use different control 
param eters in our experiments to compare the results to choose the m ost suitable 
control param eters.
W hen the time increment equals 0.7 s and the sampling frequency is 5 Hz, 10 Hz 
and 30 Hz respectively, the experimental results are shown in Figure 3-33-3-35. It is 
impressive th a t the system works well w ith the sampling frequency 5 Hz. On the other 
hand, when the frequency is higher than  30 Hz, the force tracking ability seems to be 
poor.
To have a reliable judgem ent of how the controller param eters affect the system per­
formance, we apply the integral square-error(ISE) criterion. According to ISE criterion, 
the quality of system performance can be evaluated by the following integral:
By calculating the sum m ation, the error performance indexes(450 sampling points) 
are 570, 765 and 1325 N 2 corresponding to frequency 5, 10 and 30 Hz, respectively. So 
the appropriate sampling frequency is around 10 Hz.
Next the frequency of 10 Hz is chosen and the tim e increment is changed from 0.5 
through 0.7 to 0.9 s. The results are illustrated in Figures 3-36-3-38. It is clear th a t 
larger tim e increment tries to increase the force tracking performance. B ut it also brings 
about larger vibrations. Also the tangential velocity of the tool increases with the tim e 
increment. Applying the ISE criterion, the performance indexes(650 sampling points)
For discrete da ta , the above equation can be w ritten  as
OG
0
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-3G: Experimental results (circular contour), kf  = 0.5 cm/s /N.  At  = 0.5s and 
T = 0.1s
are about 1262, 994 and 880 N 2 with time increment 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 s, respectively. 
So the suitable tim e increment can be taken as about 0.8 s.
Notice th a t the so-called actual tangential velocity is the velocity along the esti­
m ated tangential direction. So it is only an approxim ation of the real tangential velocity 
which is almost impossible to get. Also by taking the estim ated model param eters as 
the true values, we get the so-called normal forces. Furtherm ore when A t  is 0.8 s and 
T  is 0.1 s, the results with three different gain constants are given in Figures 3-39-3-41. 
A small gain has a weak adjustm ent and a large gain has a strong adjustm ent bu t often 
following vibrations as shown in Figure 3-41. The performance indexes(650 sampling 
points) for gain 0.38, 0.52 and 0.64 cm /s/N  are 936, 691 and 1069 N 2. So the gain 
around 0.5 cm /s/N  will produce better results.
Finally, taking k f  = 0.50 c m / s / N ,  A t  = 0.81 s and T  = 0.1 s, we use three different 
a  values, i.e. 0.4, 0.5 and 1.0 rad, in the experim ents. The results are presented 
in Figures 3-42-3-44. So the tool can perform its contour following task w ith quite 
different model param eter estim ate a . Of course, the desired normal force will not be 
guaranteed if the estim ate a  is too much different from the true value.
Figure 3-45 shows the actual trajectory  of the tool when gain k f  is 0.5 cm /s/N , tim e 
increment is 0.81 s and the sampling frequency is 10 Hz. The tool moves counterclock­
wise. After the tool completes one circle, it continues its contour following movement. 
So we stop it a t some point. In order to have a clear understanding of the moving 
process, the normal force m agnitude(short line segments) is added to the moving locus
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-37: Experimental results(circular contour), k f  — 0.5 cm/s/N,  At = 0.7 s and 
T = 0.1.s
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Figure 3-38: Experimental results (circular contour), k f  =  0.5 c in/s /N.  A t  =  0.9 s and 
T  = 0.1.s
desired normal force(dashed) vs actual normal force(solid)
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Figure 3-39: Experimental results (circular contour), kf  =  0.38 cm/s/N .  A t  =  0.8 .s
and T =  0.1 s
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Figure 3-40: Experimental results (circular contour), kf = 0.52 crn/s/N, At = 0.8 s 
and T  = 0.1 s
desired normal torce(dashed) vs actual normal force(solid)
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Figure 3-41: Experimental results (circular contour), kf = 0.G4 cm/s/N,  At  = 0.8 s 
and T  = 0.1 s
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Figure 3-42: Experimental results (circular contour) with d = 0.4 rad
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Figure 3-43: Experimental results (circular contour) with ä = 0.5 rad
desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-44: Experimental results (circular contour) with d = 1.0 rad
trajectory and estimated normal
Figure 3-45: Experimental results (circular contour): kf = 0.5 crn/s/N, At = 0.81s 
and T — 0.1 s
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Figure 3-4G: Gravel heaped around a corner
trajectory and estimated normal
Figure 3-47: Experimental results (concave arc contour): The actual locus of the tool
of the tool. The line segment gives the estim ated normal a t each point. If the actual 
environm ental structure and param eters are exactly the same as w hat we get, it also 
tell us the tool contact depth. Since the tool trajectories with other control param eters 
are alm ost the same, it is not necessary to present them .
The above experim ental results illustrate th a t they m atch the sim ulation results 
and analysis in the previous section. Up to now, all of the experim ents are done w ith 
the same pile shape, the circular planar contour. We now present the results with 
different contour shapes in the following.
F irst we made a corner to sim ulate the real environm ent as shown in Figure 3-46. 
This means th a t there is a pile of granular m aterials heaped around a wall corner.
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-48: Experimental results (concave arc contour), kf  = 0.5 cni/s/N, At  = 0.5 s 
and T = 0.1 ,s
Figure 3-49: Experimental results with complex shape
We still use the former gravel; however, the planar contour is a concave arc curve. 
Com paratively this shape is simpler than  the former circular shape. B ut it represents 
one possible actual situation. In addition, it can be used to verify the contour following 
control algorithm  again. The model param eter a  is 0.5 rad. The controller param eters 
are k f  = 0.45 rad , A t  = 0.8 s and T  = 0 .1s. The experim ental results are shown in 
Figure 3-47 and Figure 3-48.
Then, changing the planar contour into a little complex shape, we repeat the above 
experim ent. This experim ent is used to see if the algorithm  is suitable for different and 
complex contour shapes. The resultant trajectory  is shown in figure 3-49. The normal 
force and tangential velocity are shown in figure 3-50.
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Figure 3-50: Experimental results with complex shape
From the results with the two new shapes, it is obvious th a t the proposed control 
algorithm  can realize the robot tool movement over different pile planar shapes. The 
performance indexes(650 sampling points) for the arc and peanut-shaped shapes are 
G30.5 and G7G AT2, respectively. By comparison, there exists no big difference between 
the performance indexes of the three shapes.
All of the above tool movements except for the concave arc tra jecto ry  are in counter­
clockwise direction. If the tool is required to move along the contour in clockwise(CCW) 
direction, the control algorithm  should be modified. This can be realized by changing 
the directions of vector r ,  ef and e g . Accordingly, the com putation of Cartesian veloc­
ities vx and vy is different which is illustrated in Appendix A. Figures 3-51-3-52 show 
the results when the tool moves along the circular contour in CCW  direction. W hen 
the th ird  contour shape is used, the tool trajectory, normal contact force and tangential 
velocity are illustrated in Figures 3-53-3-54.
It is worth noticing th a t we use the same model structure  bu t different model 
param eters in the experiments. The estim ated d  in chapter 2 is 1.26 rad which is much 
larger than  the possible true value about 0.5 rad. The identified model param eters are 
mostly suitable for a tool to move straightaway across the pile. The moving direction is 
in between the normal and tangential of the pile surface and more near the normal. The 
reason is th a t the da ta  obtained for param eter estim ation are from this area. W hen
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trajectory and estimated normal
Figure 3-51: Experimental results with tool movement in CCW direction
desired normal force vs actual normal force
fime(s)
Figure 3-52: Experimental results with tool movement in CCW direction
trajectory and estimated normal
Figure 3-53: Experimental results with tool movement in CCW direction
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desired normal force vs actual normal force
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Figure 3-54: Experimental results with tool movement in CCW direction
the tool moves along the tangential, using the former identified model param eters will 
bring about large error. This is observed from the experim ental results. In fact, we 
once moved the tool over a sloping plane of gravel with quite small depth. The normal 
force |f„ | is much less than  k |f / |/ /b  On the other hand, we also once moved the tool 
near the normal and the sensed tangential force jf/| is less than  fj,\fn \ /K.  Empirically 
we choose a  0.5 rad as the true value. From the results, this a  produces good force 
tracking results and it also gives a good estim ate of the surface normal as shown in 
Figures 3-45, 3-47, 3-49, 3-51, 3-53.
3.10  C onclusion
Based on the model derived in the previous chapter, we develop a contour following 
algorithm . Force m easurem ents as well as position information are used to determ ine 
the surface normal and tangential online. A velocity-based control system  is utilised to 
move the robot tool over the planar contour of the pile of gravel. By slightly modifying 
the control algorithm , the tool can move over the pile contour in clockwise direction 
too. The sim ulation and experimental results using the SCARA robot dem onstrate 
th a t the control algorithm  has force tracking ability under different contour shapes. 
Different controller param eters are used in the experim ents to determ ine the most 
suitable values. The experim ental results are basically accord with the sim ulation 
results. This means th a t the proposed model structure  and param eters are applicable. 
They reflect the characteristics of the actual object. Even though the SCARA robot
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does not have the ability to precisely position and it has its own dynamic properties, 
the tracking performance is quite acceptable. The system is robust. It is not sensitive 
to the model param eter estim ates. The controller param eters can also be chosen with 
large margins. Since the position control instead of the direct velocity control is used, 
the system  cannot guarantee the desired constant tangential velocity. Nevertheless, the 
actual tangential velocity is satisfactory.
C h a p te r  4
A d a p ta tio n  M ech an ism  for 
U n c e r ta in tie s  in  M odel 
P a ra m e te rs
4.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter, we focus on introducing an adaptive control strategy into the contour 
following control algorithm . The reason for us to do so is th a t we cannot obtain the 
precise object model param eters. The object here is granular m aterial. Even though 
we have derived a model to characterise the force and motion interaction between the 
robot tool and the gravel, the model is only approxim ate. In practice, m aterials may 
vary depending on m oisture content etc. In addition, the model param eters are only 
suitable for this particular gravel.
In section 2 we give a relatively comprehensive literature review on robot adaptive 
control. Then an adaptive algorithm  is presented in section 3. Since we explicitly 
estim ate the model param eters on line, it is an indirect adaptive control(IAC) approach. 
Simulation and experim ental results are given in section 4 and section 5 respectively. 
The results dem onstrate th a t the proposed I AC approach is feasible.
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4.2  L iterature R ev iew
The adaptive control has its roots in the mid-fifties. A comprehensive treatm ent of 
the fundam ental theory of adaptive control is given in [2] [15]. Adaptive robot control 
began in the late-seventies on account of the nonlinear, time-varying and coupled nature 
of robot dynamics. At the beginning, the adaptive robot control design and analysis 
were based on restrictive assum ptions and approxim ations, such as linearisation of 
robot dynamics and decoupled joint motion. Later on, linear param eterisation of robot 
dynamics was introduced into adaptive robotic control. Using the system  equivalent 
principle, a set of param eters is chosen such th a t robot dynamics depend linearly upon 
these param eters. More recently, adaptation mechanism has been used in robot control 
to solve various problems. For example, besides the m anipulator dynamics, the load 
change and the uncertainties in the environm ental param eters need to be considered 
when the robot end-effector interacts with the environm ent or performs its tasks.
Normally, there are three categories of adaptive strategies for robot force control: 
indirect, direct, and composite m ethods. In the indirect adaptive control(IAC) [11] [24] 
[28] [38], there is an explicit param eter estim ation of the controlled robot system. The 
adap tation  algorithm  is obtained by using the predictive error related to the estim a­
tion. This adaptive m ethod does not consider the actual tracking errors. In the direct 
adaptive control(DAC) the adaptation  algorithm  is adjusted by the tra jectory  tracking 
errors [8] [30]. The self-adjusting mechanism in the adaptation  algorithm  tries to make 
the tracking errors converge to zero. Com pared to the indirect adaptive m ethod, the 
online com putation task in direct adaptive control is much larger. The composite adap­
tive control(CAC) strategy combines the indirect and direct approaches. Its adaptation  
algorithm  makes use of both  tracking error and prediction error [39] [55].
We introduce some single rigid robot adaptive force control m ethods in three as­
pects: adaptive impedance control, adaptive hybrid control, and adaptive force-position 
control.
4.2.1 A dap tive im pedance control
Recognising th a t it is impossible to control contact force and position of robot end- 
effector simultaneously when it is in constrained motion, Hogan [18] [19] put forward
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the impedance control concept. The main idea in impedance control is th a t the position 
and force can be controlled by regulating the mechanical impedance of m anipulators. 
The impedance control has been implemented in many ways.
However, conventional impedance control requires the precise knowledge of m anipu­
lator dynamics and the perfect m easurem ent of external force. Generally, there are some 
uncertainties in param eters of m anipulator dynamic model because of the modelling 
complexity and the unpredictable payload changes. Besides, the measured contact 
force are often mixed with noise. So these factors will affect the quality of impedance 
control im plem entation. In order to overcome the disadvantages, Lu and Meng [26] 
proposed an adaptive impedance control strategy. F irst they introduced the concept of 
target-im pedance reference tra jectory(T IR T ), which characterises the desired dynamic 
relation between robot end-effector and its environment. Then an adaptive mechanism 
is injected into Hogan’s impedance control. And a new Lyyapunov approach is utilised 
to properly compensate the bounded m easurem ent noise in force sensor.
As for indirect adaptive control, there are three m ajor disadvantages: the com pu­
tation  is intensive when the m anipulator has more than  two or three joints; the precise 
knowledge of m anipulator model param eters; lack of robustness. The direct adaptive 
impedance control m ethod proposed by Colbaugh, Seraji and Glass [8] tries to cope 
w ith those problems. It has three m ajor parts: a simple ’filter’ is used to characterise 
the desired dynamic relations of end-effector position error and interaction force; an 
adaptive controller which provides the control input required for th a t dynamic relation­
ship; a m apping algorithm . The controller does not need the knowledge of m anipulator 
model param eters. It does not need to compute the inverse kinem atic transform ation 
too. In addition, it makes use of the redundancy effectively. Similar adaptive impedance 
control strategies were proposed in [34]
In the robotics literature, there are many control strategies to deal with position 
tracking and force regulation when a robot m anipulator interacts w ith com pliant and 
infinitely rigid environments. B ut very few consider the transient behaviour of a closed 
loop system  between contact and non-contact. Mills and Lokhorst [29] gave a complete 
analysis for contact and non-contact transient phases. And the proposed algorithm  
guarantees transient stability. On the basis of this m ethod, W it and Brogliato proposed 
another direct adaptive impedance control [49]. Its most im portan t m erit is th a t the
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overall system stability is considered w ithout a priori knowledge of the environm ental 
stiffness constant.
The Adaptive control scheme [44] proposed by Tzafestas et a 1 consists of two stages 
of adap ta tion  and control. The first one carries out an on-line estim ation of the robot 
inertial param eters. The second one compensates for the uncertainties on the charac­
teristics of the ground(position and stiffness) when a robot leg is in constrained and 
unconstrained motion. A set of simulation results were presented to illustrate the 
capabilities of the proposed scheme.
4.2.2 A d a p t iv e  h y b r id  con tro l
In order to apply robot m anipulators to a wide variety of tasks, it is necessary to 
control not only the position of a robot end-effector, but also the force exerted on the 
environm ent by robot end-effector. The hybrid control m ethod has been proposed by 
R abert and Craig [35]. The aim of hybrid control is to split up sim ultaneous control of 
robot-effector motion and contact force into two separate and decoupled subproblems. 
In some directions, end-effector position is controlled and the force is controlled in other 
directions. Hybrid control has many implem entations.
W hen there are uncertainties in robot dynamic param eters, in environm ent dynam ­
ics, or in both , some adaptation  mechanism should be introduced to hybrid control for 
high-quality control. Some im portant adaptive hybrid control strategies are proposed 
by Jean  and Fu [21], Slotine and Li [40], and Lozano and Brogliato [25]. The general 
strategies of these authors are th a t both  a hybrid control law and an adaptive law were 
designed for a robot with unknown dynamic param eters. So a robot end-effector can 
accurately track the desired trajectory  in the unconstrained directions and exert the 
desired force in the constrained directions. However, these proposed controllers are 
only designed for adaptation  for m anipulators, not for the environm ent dynamics.
More recently, J. Wu et a 1 [50] proposed an im plem entation of adaptive hybrid 
control. The considered environment is uncertain flexible objects. Since a flexible 
object is usually a d istributed param eter system, the object dynamics as seen from the 
robot changes when the robot moves. J. Wu et a 1 approxim ated the ob ject’s d istribu ted  
param eter model into a lumped ’position state-varying’ model. The robot control space 
is decomposed into a position control subspace and an object torque control subspace.
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Then an optim al sta te  feedback is used for the position control loop and the resultant 
torque of the object is used to control the contact force. But this m ethod assumes th a t 
there are no uncertainties in the robo t’s dynamics.
One im portant adaptive model-based hybrid control was proposed by L.L. W hit­
comb et al[48] and S. Arimoto et a 1 [1]. This class of model-based adaptive force control 
algorithm s is applied to a robot too l’s constrained motion over a sm ooth rigid envi­
ronm ent or workpiece. They used a sliding-mode to provide asym ptotically precise 
tracking of both end-effector position and contact force. The introduced adaptation  
law can adaptively compensate for unknown plant param eters such as link and pay- 
load inertia, and joint friction. The authors made use of many experim ental results to 
illustrate the advantages of the proposed algorithms.
Many schemes for robot motion control design robot controllers a t torque input 
level and actuator dynamics are excluded. But when robot moves at high velocity 
with highly varying load, the actuator dynamics constitu te an im portant part of the 
entire robot dynamics. C. Su and Y. Steponenko [43] proposed a m ethod to deal with 
the uncertainties both in the m anipulator dynamics and in the actuato r dynamics. 
A hybrid adap tive/robust control law was proposed for an n-link m anipulator which 
includes the effects of actuator dynamics.
4.2.3 A dap tive force-position  control
In this subsection, we present some special adaptive control strategies for robot con­
strained m otion. These m ethods are different from those we discussed in the above 
subsections.
For a dynamic environment, Yao and Tomizuka [51] [52] proposed an adaptive 
control strategy. The proposed strategy has a num ber of properties: a new transform ed 
constrained dynamic model is used and it is suitable for controller design and valid for a 
friction contact surface; both  motion and force tracking errors are used for adap tation  
law; the control law can guarantee asym ptotical motion and force tracking w ithout 
persistent excitation condition; uncertainties both  in robot dynamics and in surface 
friction factor are considered; the suggested controller has robustness to the bounded 
m easurem ent noises in the force and velocity sensors as well as bounded disturbances. 
B ut the work was done only theoretically.
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The adaptive control strategy proposed by Ekalo and Vukobratovic [12] [13] deals 
with dynamic environment described with a nonlinear differential equation. The pro­
posed adaptive law is to guarantee simultaneous stabilisation of motion and interaction 
force when inadequate description of the robot dynamics exists, or when robot param ­
eters change with time in an unknown way. This m ethod is aimed a t direct realization 
of a desired robot motion and desired contact force which, as a pair of tim e functions, 
satisfy the general nonlinear second-order differential equation of the environm ent dy­
namic model.
On the basis of parallel force/position control [6] [42], B. Siciliano and L. Villani [37] 
proposed an adaptive m ethod for robot compliant motion. This control law is designed 
in the task space and contains a nonlinear model-based term  and a linear com pensation 
action. The position error, the velocity error and the integral of force error are all 
used for the control algorithm. Force and position variables are used along each task 
space direction without any switch mechanism. The conflict between force and position 
along the constrained task directions is resolved with the dominance of the force-control 
loop over the position-control loop. The scheme is made adaptive with respect to the 
dynamic model param eters of the m anipulators.
A new parallel control scheme proposed by Chiaverini et si [7] performs tracking 
of the contact force along the constrained task direction as well as tracking of the 
end-effector position along the unconstrained task direction. A m odel-based controller 
of inverse dynamics type with force feedforward is designed. A daptation to unknown 
stiffness is produced with an estim ate update law which is driven by a properly filtered 
version of the force error. The proposed scheme is experimentally tested.
Now let us have a look at some strategies in explicit adaptive force control. There 
are two broad types of explicit adaptive force controls. In the first m ethod, the m a­
nipulator joint actuators can be directly controlled so the joint torques are used as the 
control input [28] [34]. The second approach is m otivated by the fact th a t typically 
the industrial robots are equipped with position controllers. The position control is 
used as inner loop control and the outer loop is the force control. The inner loop and 
the outer loop are combined to become a single system. The control input is a posi­
tion comm and and the adap tation  algorithm  is introduced in the outer loop [47]. This 
m ethod ensures global uniform boundedness of all signals. It also makes posit-on/force
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Figure 4-1: Force and velocity under polar coordinate
errors converge to zero. Two adaptive algorithm s are applied for PD position-control 
and PID position-control m anipulators respectively. In addition, a robust mechanism 
is applied for compliant motion of PD position-control m anipulators.
Adaptive control is a broad discipline. Many new concepts and ideas are introduced 
into adaptive control. For example, introducing fuzzy logic and neural network yields 
fuzzy logic adaptive control(FLAC) and neural network adaptive control(NNAC) in 
robot control. They are recently quite active research fields.
4.3  A d a p tiv e  A lg o r ith m
In this section we propose an IAC mechanism. The model param eters are explicitly 
estim ated on line. The param eters are then used for the controller.
4.3.1 D escrip tion  o f System  Input and O utput
In this subsection we derive a new relationship between system  input and ou tpu t. The 
objective is to derive equations th a t are linear in the unknown param eters. Then we 
can conveniently introduce the adaptation mechanism.
Figure 4-1 shows the relationship between tool velocity V  and contact force F. 
Coordinates (i, j) are related to reference fram e(Cartesian space). en and eT are still 
the unit normal and tangential vectors. Obviously, the m easured param eters are (|F|,  
O f )  and the imposed param eters(control inputs) are (|V|,  0 V ) .  All of these quantities 
are known. From the former model 2.1 and 2.2, we have
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Fr = £ Fn 
Fn = k Vn
(4.1)
where F„ and FT are normal and tangential force m agnitudes, F n is the normal 
force differential, and Vn is normal tool velocity. From Figure 4-1, we obtain
Ft =  F  cos a  
Fn = F  sin a
<
Vn = V  sin  (<a — 0)
Fn = F  sin a
Notice th a t we assume model param eters are tim e invariant. Furtherm ore
F  sin a  = k V s in  (a  — 0)
=  k V (sin a  con 0  — cos a  s in ip)
Dividing the two sides of the above equation by cos a  and using tan  oc — k / f i  yields
F V ( k  cos 0  — /i sin  0) (4.2)
W hen the sampling time interval is small enough, we can take
F
V  =
A F  
A t
A  P
where A F , A P  and A t are force, position and tim e increments, respectively. Then 
equation (4.2) can be w ritten  as
A F  =  A P(k  cosip — /j, s imp) (4.3)
where ip = 6f  — Qv
From Figure 3-7 we have
9/ = 01 +  #2 +  atan2{fy , f x )
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6V = atan2(Ay , Ax)
where Ax and A y  are Cartesian position increments.
The unknown param eters appear linearly in equation (4.3). So equation (4.3) makes 
on-line estim ation of param eter k and y  possible and easier.
4.3.2 In d ir e c t  A d a p ta t io n  M e th o d
In this subsection we combine a param eter estim ation algorithm  and a control law to 
give an IAC algorithm . Firstly, we use recursive least squares(RLS) m ethod for model 
param eter estim ation. Because of the rich dynamic properties of the granular m aterial, 
the model param eters will not be constant even for a particular pile. So a forgetting 
factor is included to cope with the slowly time-varying property.
In order to apply the identification algorithm , we rewrite equation (4.3) as
A F = km u T ip(t) + e(t) (4-4)
where
A F  =  F(t  +  1) — F(t)  
kmu = (k y )T 
(pT = (APcos-ip — APsini/j)
and e is white noise. This system can be treated  as two-input one-output system. Two 
param eters, k and y  need to be identified. Notice th a t input R  is related to ou tpu t F 
since Of is the angle of current force vector. It seems th a t a feedback exists between 
the input and the output. This means th a t the identification is operating in closed 
loop. For simplicity, we directly apply an open loop identification m ethod w ithout 
consideration of the feedback as long as it works [41]. The RLS with a forgetting factor 
algorithm  is as
<
P(t) = {P{t  -  1) -  P(t  -  1 )ip(t)ipT(t)P{-  1)/[A +  ifiT {t)P(t -  lM t) ]} /A  
K(t)  =  P(t)<p(t)
e{t) = A  F(t) — (fTkmu(t  — 1) 
kmu(t)  =  kmu(t  — 1) +  K(t)e(t)
(4.5)
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where P(t)  is a diagonal m atrix , A is a forgetting factor. The identification process 
can be expressed as follows. F irst some initial values are given. For example, P(0) is 
a diagonal m atrix whose diagonal components should be large num bers such as 105. 
km u(0 ) can be given the initial estim ated values. The num ber of iterations is then  
given. Finally the algorithm  is executed recursively.
Choosing forgetting factor A(t) is not trivial. There are two kind of forgetting fac­
tors: constant forgetting factor(C FF) and time-varying forgetting factor(TV FF). CFF 
is a positive constant less than  one. It is applicable to tim e-invariant system  and slow­
ing tim e-varying systems. W hen a time-varying property is obvious and particularly  if 
the param eters will change abruptly, TV FF is preferable. It will be updated  on-line. 
For example, when the param eters are invariant, A will approach 1 quickly. However, if 
the param eters change abruptly, A will decrease imm ediately such th a t the system  can 
quickly follow the param eter change. Comparatively, a system with T V FF keeps track 
of the param eter variation more quickly. It also has higher identification precision. 
Algorithms with small forgetting factors become sensitive. So the param eter estim ates 
approach the true values rapidly, but it will more easily bring about large oscillations 
, especially in noisy situations. If CFF is used, it should be about 0.9 empirically. For 
simplicity and because possible slowly-time-varying property are expected, we use a 
constant forgetting factor(C FF).
If we want to move the tool in the CCW  direction, we use equation (3.15)-(3.17) to 
determ ine the next desired position of the tool.
4 .4  S im u la tio n  R e su lts
In this section, we present the results of two different simulations. The supposed planar 
contour is still an ellipse.
4.4.1 S im ulation  U sing V irtual Ideal R ob ot
It is first supposed th a t an ideal robot is used to perform point-to-point movement over 
the sim ulated pile of gravel. We also use velocity-based position control approach as 
shown in Figure 3-6. Note th a t according to the param eter estim ation theory, if the 
system  input signals are sufficiently exciting and the estim ated model is appropriate,
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Figure 4-2: Simulation results: Parameter estimates k and fi
• estimnte of alpha
Figure 4-3: Simulation results: Angle estimate a
the estim ates will converge to the true values provided th a t the closed-loop system  is 
stable. In order to satisfy the requirem ent of sufficient excitation, we add a random  
noise to the desired constant normal force. The noise level is between -0.5 and 0.5 N. 
Otherw ise, the system  is non-identifiable w ithout sufficient excitation.
Figure 4-2 shows the estim ated param eters k and fi. The constant forgetting fac- 
to r(C F F ) is 0.98 and kf is 0.2. The tim e increment is 0.1 s. The velocity constant Vc 
is 2 cm /s  which is the same for this whole thesis. The initial param eter values are: 
k(0) =  16.2, ^(0) =  5.2. The true values are: k =  12, /r =  10.6. It is clear th a t 
the param eter estim ations quickly approach the actual values. Figure 4-4 shows the 
norm al contact force and the tangential velocity. The actual tangential velocity soon 
reaches the desired value. Since a noise is added to the desired constant normal force, 
the resu ltan t desired normal force and the actual normal force are both  noisy. B ut the 
actual norm al force is around the desired constant normal force. The results w ithout
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Figure 4-4: Simulation results: Normal force and tangential velocity
Actual normal force vs the desired normal force
actual normal force 
desired normal force
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Actual tangential velocity vs the desired tangential velocity
Figure 4-5: Simulation results without adaptation: Normal force and tangential ve­
locity
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adap ta tion  mechanism are shown in Figure 4-5.
By comparison, it is clear th a t the results w ith adaptation  mechanism are much 
b e tte r  than  those w ithout adaptation mechanism. W hen the estim ated d  is much larger 
th an  the true value, the actual normal force will be much less than  the desired value. 
Also there is a relatively large difference between the actual and desired tangential 
velocities when the adaptation mechanism is not adopted. These similar results have 
already been shown in the previous chapter. So when high control performance is 
required and object param eters cannot be obtained in advance an d /o r off-line, adaptive 
control is preferable. Note th a t the identification is under closed loop. Nevertheless, 
we can get the approxim ate estim ation of the model param eters.
4.4.2 H y b r id  S im u la t io n  U sing  R ea l R o b o t
In this subsection, we present the hybrid sim ulation results. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, the hybrid simulation is a hybrid combination of sim ulation and ex­
perim ent. The robot is real and motion d a ta  is experim ental. The controller param eters 
are AZf = 0 .8 8 c m /s /N , A t  = 0.92s and T  = 0 .1s. We use three different forgetting 
factors to see how the forgetting factor affects the system performance.
Figures 4-6-4-8 give the results of the param eter estim ation. The results of the 
corresponding angle estim ation d  are shown in Figures 4-9-4-11. Figures 4-12-4-14 
show the normal forces and tangential velocities. Figure 4-15 gives the results when 
the adaptation  mechanism is not used with a = 0.9 rad. Note th a t random  noise is 
added to the desired normal force.
The hybrid simulation results dem onstrate th a t the IAC algorithm  can produce 
quick estim ation of the model param eters. There is error in the estim ation but the 
error is very small. It does not affect the system performance largely. Using the integral 
square-error criterion yields th a t the suitable forgetting factor is around between 0.97 
and 0.99. Since the model param eters can be obtained quickly online, the system  
performance will be improved largely compared to the case where adap tation  is not 
used and there exist relatively large errors in the estim ated model param eters.
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Figure 4-G: Hybrid simulation results: parameter estimation with A = 0.90
the estimate of k
Figure 4-7: Hybrid simulation results: parameter estimation with A = 0.97
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Figure 4-8: Hybrid simulation results: parameter estimation with A = 0.99
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the estim a te  of alpha
Figure 4-9: Hybrid simulation results: angle estimation with A = 0.90
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Figure 4-10: Hybrid simulation results: angle estimation with A = 0.97
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Figure 4-11: Hybrid simulation results: angle estimation with A = 0.99
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Figure 4-12: Hybrid simulation results: force and velocity with A = 0.90
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Figure 4-13: Hybrid simulation results: force and velocity with A =  0.97
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Figure 4-14: Hybrid simulation results: force and velocity with A =  0.99
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Figure 4-15: Hybrid simulation results: force and velocity without using adaptation
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4.5 E x p e r im e n ta l  R e su lts
In this section we present the experimental results related to the IAC m ethod.
Figures 4-16-4-19 show the param eter estim ation results when four different for­
getting factors are used. Figures 4-20-4-23 give the corresponding estim ates of the 
angle a  which is the angle between the force vector and the surface tangential. The 
actual normal forces and tangential velocities related to these four angles are illustrated 
in Figures 4-24-4-27. Figure 4-28 shows the normal force and the tangential velocity 
w ithout using adaptation  mechanism with a  = 0.9 rad.  Note th a t the results shown in 
Figures 4-24-4-28 are obtained on the assum ption th a t the true a  is 0.5 rad. The initial 
estim ate of a  is 0.9 rad. The controller param eters are k f  = 0.46 c m / s / N , A t = 0.82 s 
and T  =  0.1 s. In addition, a  may change largely, especially when the first estim ate of 
a  is produced online. This will bring about large oscillation in the force. One simple 
approach is to limit the increment of a  each time for the controller param eter com pu­
tation . Applying the error performance criterion, the performance indexes for the four 
forgetting factors 0.93 through to 0.99 are 1279, 1150, 1086 and 905 N 2, respectively. 
It shows th a t larger forgetting factor yields be tte r results.
We can see th a t although the estim ated param eters k and fi change with relatively 
large m agnitude, the estim ate a  changes little. It is around between 0.4 and 0.6 rad. It 
is clear th a t the forgetting factor A affects the system  performance. W ith  the consid­
eration of both  param eter estim ation and control performance, the suitable forgetting 
factor is about 0.97.
In addition, we added a random  noise into the desired normal force. The noise 
m agnitude is between -0.4 to 0.4 N. The forgetting factor is chosen to be 0.97. The 
controller param eters are the same. The results are shown in Figures 4-29-4-31. It is 
clear th a t the results w ith noise are very similar to those w ithout noise. This means 
th a t the actual system  input is basically sufficiently exciting. It is not necessary to add 
ex tra  noise.
The experim ental results dem onstrate th a t it is feasible to use the RLS(recursive 
least squares) m ethod to estim ate model param eters online. Even though the model 
param eters are not constant, the IAC approach can a t least yield their approxim ate 
values. The performance with adaptation  is b e tte r  than  th a t w ithout adap tation  as 
shown in Figures 4-24-4-28. The results also illustrate th a t the actual a  is around 0.5
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Figure 4-1G: Experimental results: parameter estimation with A = 0.93
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Figure 4-17: Experimental results: parameter estimation with A = 0.95
rad when the tool moves on the contour with shallow depth. In addition, they also 
dem onstrate th a t the surface normal estim ate in chapter 3 is acceptable.
4.6  C o n c lu s io n
Considering the possible need for an adaptation  mechanism to deal w ith the uncer­
tainties in the gravel param eters, we derive a new description of the system  input and 
ou tpu t. The combination of on-line RLS param eter estim ation and feedback control 
brings about a simple IAC m ethod. The experim ental results dem onstrate th a t the 
interaction model param eters are not constant. But the IAC approach can a t least 
produce their approxim ate values. The sim ulation and the experim ental results also
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Figure 4-18: Experimental results: parameter estimation with A = 0.97
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Figure 4-19: Experimental results: parameter estimation with A = 0.99
Figure 4-20: Experimental results: Angle estimation with A = 0.93
Figure 4-21: Experimental results: Angle estimation with A = 0.95
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Figure 4-22: Experimental results: Angle estimation with A = 0.97
Figure 4-23: Experimental results: Angle estimation with A = 0.99
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Figure 4-24: Experimental results: Normal force and tangential velocity with A
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Figure 4-25: Experimental results: Normal force and tangential velocity with A = 0.95
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Figure 4-2G: Experimental results: Normal force and tangential velocity with A =  0.97
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Figure 4-27: Experimental results: Normal force and tangential velocity with A =  0.99
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Figure 4-28: Experimental results: normal force and tangential velocity without adap­
tation
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Figure 4-29: Experimental results: Parameter estimation with noise added
Figure 4-30: Experimental results: Angle estimation with noise added
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Figure 4-31: Experimental results: normal force and tangential velocity with noise 
added
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illustrate th a t the proposed IAC approach is feasible and the performance is superior 
to th a t w ithout using adaptation mechanism. Since adaptive control is more complex 
than  normal conventional feedback control, the feedback control will be preferable pro­
vided th a t we can get a good approxim ation of the model param eters in advance. For 
example, if we know d  is around between 0.4 and 0.6 rad, it is not necessary to use 
adaptive control approach for our contour following control.
C h a p te r  5
D ire c t V elocity  C o n tro l 
E x p e r im e n ta l R e su lts
5.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter, we present some experimental results related to the direct velocity 
control. The reason we trea t this part as an independent chapter is th a t we did these 
experim ents when my thesis was under review. We did some tuning work for the velocity 
control of the SCARA2 robot. This made the im plem entation of direct velocity control 
possible. Since direct velocity control rather than  velocity-based position control is 
exploited, both  force and velocity tracking are quite satisfactory.
R O BO T
FORCE
SENSO R
V ELO C ITY
C ONTRO LLER
NYTRONM ENT
Figure 5-1: Block scheme of velocity control. CFA is contour following algorithm, x r 
and 0r are the desired Cartesian and joint space velocities respectively, and f is the 
sensed force
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5.2 T he Im p lem en ta tion  o f D irect V elocity  C ontrol
The block scheme of the direct velocity control was shown in figure 3-4. For quick 
reference, we re-show this block scheme in figure 5-1.
5.3 E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
Firstly, we did experiments by use of the assumed known interaction model param eters. 
Figures 5-2,5-3 show the results when the gravel planar shape is an arc segment. W hen 
the peanut-shaped shape is used, the results are given in figures 5-4,5-5.
Figure 5-2: Actual arc contour and normal estimate
Next we give the experim ental results as an indirect adaptive control approach is 
utilized. The results are shown in figures 5-Ö-5-8. For comparison, we also present the 
force and the velocity in figure 5-9 when adaptation  is not used and the angle a  is quite 
different from the actual value.
The experim ental results dem onstrate th a t when the interaction model param eters 
are known, the control algorithm  can successfully realize the tracking of bo th  the force 
and velocity. In addition, the algorithm  keeps effective under different object shapes. 
If the model param eters are not known in advance, the proposed IAC approach can 
be used to reach the combination of the on-line param eter estim ation and feedback 
control. Since the param eters can be quickly identified, the results of IAC m ethod are 
similar to those when the almost true model param eters are used. The IAC m ethod






Figure 5-3: Normal forces and tangential velocities
is superior to the non-adaptation approach when the assumed model param eters are 
quite different from the true values as shown in figure 5-9.
5.4  C o n c lu s io n
By tuning the velocity controller param eters, we implemented the direct velocity con­
trol. Com pared to the velocity-based position control, the direct velocity control can 
realize the tracking of both the force and velocity. Besides, the direct velocity control 
scheme is simpler.
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Figure 5-5: Normal forces and tangential velocities

















Figure 5-8: Norm al forces and velocities w ith  A =  0.97







Figure 5-9: Forces and velocities without adaptation
C h a p te r  6
C onclusions
6.1 C onclusions
In this thesis, we have dealt with four problems related to m anipulating a robot tool 
to move over the planar contour of the pile of gravel as followings:
1. Modelling the force-motion interactions between the robot tool and the gravel.
2. Velocity-based position control system  to realize the tool contour following move­
ment.
3. An indirect adaptive control algorithm  to cope with the uncertainties in the object 
model param eters.
4. Direct velocity control approach.
There follows a sum m ary of the results and conclusions for each of these problems.
M o d ellin g  th e  F o rce -M o tio n  In te ra c tio n s  b e tw ee n  th e  R o b o t Tool a n d  
th e  G ravel.
In this work, we concentrated on obtaining a model to characterise the force-motion 
interactions between the spheric tool and the gravel. It is novel since so far as we know, 
there is no similar research done before.
• Based on the initial experimental results, an empirical model is proposed to de­
scribe the interactions between the tool and the gravel. This model is quite
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simple with only two param eters. The simple model structure  is instrum ental in 
the design of the controller.
• The model param eters are obtained off-line by use of least squares m ethod. This 
model can be used to determ ine the contact depth and the surface normal or 
tangential when the tool touches the surface with a straightforw ard movement. 
By examining the estim ates of the depth  and the normal, the model has been 
verified to be suitable.
V elo c ity -B ased  P o s itio n  C o n tro l S y s tem  to  R ea lize  th e  Tool C o n to u r  
Follow ing M o v em en t
In this work, we investigated how to let the spherical tool move over the planar contour 
of the pile of gravel. This is quite interesting and as far as we know, unique.
• A contour following algorithm (CFA) is developed. It combines two objectives: 
the constant tangential velocity and the desired normal contact force.
• W ith the consideration of the actual situation, we proposed a velocity-based po­
sition controller.
• A lot of simulations and experiments were conducted with different controller 
param eters, different model param eter estim ates, and different contour shapes. 
The results dem onstrate th a t the proposed controller is satisfactory.
• By slightly modifying the CFA, the tool can move along the contour in clockwise 
as well as counter clockwise(CCW) direction.
A n In d ire c t  A d a p tiv e  C o n tro l A lg o rith m  to  C o p e  w ith  th e  U n c e r ta in ­
tie s  in  th e  O b je c t M o d el P a ra m e te r s
In this work, we focussed on deriving an indirect adaptive control algorithm  to deal 
with the uncertainties in the interaction model param eters.
• A new description of the system  input and ou tpu t is deduced which is suitable 
for param eter estim ation on line as well as off line.
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• The combination of param eter estim ation on-line and force feedback control 
brings about an IAC algorithm.
• Simulations and experiments were conducted with the IAC algorithm . The results 
show th a t the proposed IAC is feasible.
D ire c t V elocity  C o n tro l A p p ro ach
After successfully tuning the velocity controller, we directly implem ented the veloc­
ity control instead of velocity-based position control. Some experim ents were con­
ducted. The results dem onstrate th a t it is superior to the velocity-based position 
control m ethod.
6.2 F uture R esearch
There are four m ain tasks to be done in the future. These tasks are:
• perceiving the granular m aterials, i.e. distinguishing granular m aterials from 
other objects by use of force sensing alone;
• extending the available control algorithm  to deal with three-dimensional surfaces;
• exploiting m anipulator dynamics to realize advanced robotic control, such as 
adaptive hybrid control and adaptive impedance control;
• finally realizing the contour following movement and vacuum cleaning the gravel 
simultaneously.
We can imagine th a t the granular m aterials in the real world can be heaped in various 
shapes. Many of them  actually do not have any regular shape. Maybe it is ju st a thick 
layer of m aterial. So the control system  should be designed to deal w ith all possible 
situations m et in practical applications.
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A ppend ix  A
C o m p u ta tio n  of N e x t Tool 
P o s itio n
This appendix describes the control modifications needed if the tool is required to move 
along the pile contour in clockwise rather than  CCW  direction as shown in Figure A -l. 
W hen the tangential direction is chosen to be opposite to th a t as shown in figure 3-2, 
we set ef and e g as shown in figure A-2. So if the contour is closed loop, the tool 
will move clockwise. The two velocity vectors, Vf and v g, are still along ef and e g , 
respectively. Equation (3.9) still can be used to calculate Vf and vg. Using figure A-3, 
we have
vx = Vf cos 77 — Vg sin  77 
vy = Vf sin Tj +  Vg cos 77
(A .l)
where 77 =  6\ +  62 +  /3, ß  = a tan2(f y , f x ). Then we get the new tool position by 
solving equations (3.16) and (3.17).
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9 is a free parameter
Figure A-1: Tool movement direction
a  =
Figure A-2: Determination of the control velocities
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e lb o w
Figure A-3: Computation of new tool position using control velocities
